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Budgets Go Under the Knife
At the Tuesday night Student
Government Association meeting
concerning budgets for the fall
semester, the SGA Ways and
Means Committee proposed a
$4,859.92 cut from a requested
amount of approximately $20,000
asked for by the 26 SGA-funded
clubs and organizations.
The five and one-half hour
meeting failed, however, to
complete the budget hearings. The
remainder of the clubs to go before
the SGA Senate to discuss· their
budgets will take place Tuesday at 4
pm in the Senate Chambers.
In order of the severity of cuts
made, The Comment received the'
largest cut -- that of $1,748.90. After
more than two and one half hours of
debate over The Comment's budget
alone, the senate approved it with
some ammendments. The major
discussion concerning this budget
centered on the number of pages to
be allocated for each issue next

semester as well as a difference
concerning the necessity of a new
lens for the staff camera. (The
Comment and the senate reached a
compromise in the number of pages
to be granted, but did not receive
the new lens.)
The Afro·American Society had
$935.00 cut from their proposed
$2253.06 budget. The major cuts
came in the area of requesting
$250 for Tony Gonzallis. Since Mr.
Gonzallis is on the faculty at
Bridgewater State, Ways and
Means does not fund for this. One of
,their other major cuts came when
they requested Victor Brown for
$500. This was cut due to limited
funds. The Afro-American Society's
hope of sponsoring a Fashion Show
met with disappointment at the
request for $150 was turned down
due to limited funds and
questionable educational value.
The Arts for All Club was cut in
several major areas. Among these

Hopes high

Town Seeks Firetruck

by Robert A. Cote
On Monday April 10, 1978,
:Representative Peter Flynn (DBridgewater), Bridgewater Fire
Chief Clarence Levy, Bridgewater
~State College~Buildingand Grounds
Superintendent Lou Perry, and
B.S.C. seniors Chris Hansen and
,Susan Lawson teamed up to
'present their reasons why the
Massachusetts Senate Committee
on Education should give a

favorable recommendation to
House Bill 1169. H1169 would
'provide the Town
Bridgewater
with the necessary funds to'
purchase the much needeq one
hundred food· aerial ladder fire
truck.
Rep. Flynn explained the need for
such apparatus at the beginning of
the committee hearing. Flynn told
the committee that since the state
(cant. p 4)
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In Memoriam

Kevin Phillips
Bridgewater State College
suffered a great loss Friday night,
April 14th. KevinPhlllips, a nineteen
year old Freshman from Taunton,
was killed in an automobile accident
in Taunton. Kevin was a resident of
the se.cond floor of Durgin Hall and
played football for Bridgewater.
Kevin was a fine young man who
always had a good word for
everyone he knew. Kevin was a true
friend and we are sure he· will be
remembered by everyone he
touched.
(submitted by Andy Meller; Tad
Whitin~.)

Christine Stewart
To us who knew her, she was a
true friend; to those who didn't, she
was a beautiful and friendly. girl.
Christine Stewart·· a fa

was the cut of hiring of a model for
figure drawing workshops for ten 3hour sessions. Ways & Means felt
that this was beyond their realm of
~unding.

The Political Science Club, a very
active campus organization, faces
considerable reccomended cuts in
their budget at their budget hearing
to be held next Tuesday. The PoliSci Club requested' for a guest
lecturer, Sharon King. to talk on
"Consumerism". Ms. King is from
WBZ-TV. Due to limited funds and
also because she can be seen on TV
free of charge, Ways & Means
currently feels they should not fund
for.Ms. King at this time.

!

Library Vandalism Increases
by Jim Calnan
mately 100 pages were missing. The
Damage to, and the theft of library original cost of the book was $75
books from the Clement C. and it cost the library $10 to replace
Maxwell Library is increasing the pages. Articles from journals
tremendously. The cause would and newspaper also disappear.
seem to be the fact that some
A recent inventory in the library
people have discovered a method of disclosed that 1900 volumes are
bringing books through the missing and/or unaccounted for.
checkpoint system without being Although this represents only a tiny
~.. detected.
faction of the 150,000 volumes in the
These bco};:s either disappear, as library, thestoten books are among
dO the thiefs Of are strewn all over the best titles they had, as well as the
the library.
most widely used.
According to Ms. Joyce Leung,
"The current average cost",
acting director of the library, other according to the inventory, "per
cases of vandalism include: the volume of hard-bound tradecutting of a definition out of a technicql books, is approxidictionary, and the tearing out of mately $17.00. Therefpre, the cost
pages in a reference book. In one of replacing all of the missing 1900
reference .book alone; approxi~ . volumes would cost in excess of

$30,000 to replace.However~ since
some of the missing volumes are out
of print, they are not all replaceable,
and are lost forever."
Students, with each semester's
bill, p~\y a five dollar library fee which
has remained at that level since its
inception in 1969. This semester
there was a non·binding referendum
for an incre~se in the library fee from
$5.00 per - semester to $10 per
semester; This would provide for
new library· materials and maybe
even replace some of the missing
material. Unfortunately the referendum was voted down by the student
body, 253 to 224.
Here are some figures to show
why the referendum was proposed.
{cant. p. 3)

Censorship takes many forms

by Jean St. Andre
At Johnson and Wales College in
Rhode Island, the administration
has begun censoring the content of
their college newspaper, The
Johnson & Wales Herald.
The issue of censorship at
Johnson & Wales was brought to
light at a recent journalism
convention at the University of
Massachusetts. This monthly
publication, which is funded by the
. administrative branch of the college,
must submit all. material .for
publication to. the Dean. of
Students, Mr. McNulty. Unless the
member of the Class of 1980, died
material is· submitted· to him, the
last week.
newspaper will not be printed. this is
Chris was a good friend to many
due to the print shop on campus
people. She brought smiles to a lot
which publishes the monthly paper,
·of people, especially her family. She
requires a signed rquisition slip by
was friendly with classmates,
the Dean. This slip will only be
exhibiting the loving concern that
signed after· the. material· has been
portrayed the way she lived. Chris
censored.
brought mLich joy into the life of her
The· editor of the Herald,Greg
friends, smiles and laughter being
DeShields, showed genuine
her trademark.
.
concern over this issue but .is at a
With her passing, she will be truly , loss to. fight the measure taken by
missed, as she symbolized a lot. She the administration. According to
symbolized spring and the flowers DeShields, this· censorship of their
spring brings. The DAISIES which
newspaper. began wnen an article
. make people smile; she' too made
concerning rape prevention
people smile. She loved much and' appeared on the front page of one of
lived with such fri~nd1iness, that
their issues. "The administration
that made her well liked by those
felt that the article was presenting a
who met her and loved by those who , bad image of. the school to the
considered themselves her friend:
parents of the students," DeShields
God was asked to Bless her and her
stated. "The college is in downtown
family at a Memorial Mass on
Providence, and l.mfortunately,
Monday, April 24th. For thiS and . rapes do OCCUf " DeShields
t
much more we remember Christine
continued. Th~ HeraldJs editorial
Stewart.
.
board felt that' students shouldbe .
(submitted by Stephen Gray) . made aware of the· problem and
~
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what to do to prevent it. Th~s topic,
"It is-our firm conviction that
headed by a conference on campus, Boston College has the responsi·
led to the printing of the article.
bility to assure that any independent
I The other controversy· involves corporation which desires 'the
The Heights, the independent convenience of leasing space in
newspaper of Boston College. The college quarters respect the basic
administration .of the . college values of. the college, It the vice
orderep The Heights to move off president for student affairs said.
campus after that paper repeatedly
The editor of The Heights, Paul
printed an ad providing information McPartland, at first refused to
on abortion services. Since the appease the· administration and
paper is independent, the only reject the ads, claiming that
recourse the college could take was that infringed upon editorial
to refuse to renew the lease of $pace freedom. He, in conjunction with
in the Student Union Building where the Editorial· Board, .told the
The Heights rents space.
administration that the printing of
According to Kevin P.. Duffy, an ad doesn't necessarily mean they
Vice· President for Student Affairs at .endorse it. This argument, however,
the college, "One of the most has not swayed the aministration's
fundamental and most positive decision.
features of Catholic tradition has
In a recent interview, The Heights
been its recognition of the unique ,felt that moving off campus would
dignity and sacredness that be severely detrimental to the
characterizes human life in every status of the paper. Presently they
stage of it existence."
(cont. p. 3)

This-Week

One 01 the special
ki(1s iii the Clinic:·
see pages 6 & 7.
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teA free press is nota privilege but an organic necessity in a
great soCiety. l'

Lippmann
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Censorship and Freedom of Press
It seems that in this world of liberties and freedoms, one of the oldest
and dearest of the freedoms that our forefathers fought for. was freedom
of the press. However, this freedom is being overlooked by a small
number of institutions in New England. Specifically, at Johnson & Wales
College in Rhode Island and Boston Col1ege.
As is stated in an accompanying article concerning this problem, the
censorship takes two different forms. However disguised as either may
be, both are indeed censorship. When the freedom of expression is
restricted in any form - whether it be refusal of leasing space as at
Boston College or blatant censorship of newspaper copy by
administrators at with The Johnson & Wales Herald - a serious and
genuine problem exists that should and must be immediately rectified.
After writing a straightforward and unsensationalized account of a
rape prevention lecture, The Herald became subjected to the tyrannical
procedure of censorship by their Dean of Students who feared that
"that" type of reporting would present an improper image to parents.
After all, things like rape couldn't happen on a college campus in
dmvntown Providence. Tell me about it.
The situation at Boston College, although different in ways, is also a
form of censorship. The college newspaper, The Heights, has recently
been ordered to relocate off campus because they print advertising
which "contradicts Boston College's stated ideals as a Catholic
institution." Namely,' The Heights, - a totally independent newspaper prints paid ads advertising abortion. In a statement issued by the editorin-chief of The Heights, Paul McPartland, it was noted that printing of
such ads does. not necessarily mean endorsement -- yet the
administration feels it their place to curtail such advertising. It's kind of a
limiting request - making an independent paper compromise their
independent status in order to be allowed to stay on campus -- over an ad
they don't even claim to support.
These examples show censorship to be in rare form. Unfortunate as
the situation is, hopefully both can be corrected to give the statement
"Freedom of the Press" a ring of truth and respect.
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"I should like to
rebut ... "
The letter to the editor published

in. the . April 13th. i~su~. uncler .the
t'iea:dliig' ··""Unfortuftaie·· ··1ncident'"
contains numerous incorrect
statements and allegations.
an
effort at setting the record straight I
should like to rebut some of these
misstatements.
1) Ms. Joyce Leung was acting in
her capacity as Dr. Owen T.P.
IMcGowan's delegate in matters
pertaining to the operation of the
'library building (Dr. McGowan is on
sabbatical leave). I was not,
therefore, ordering Ms. Leung to
Itake action, as the April 13th letter
alleges, but. rather pointing. out a
imatter that fell under her
responsibility.
2) Access to and from the third
floor stairway and elevators was
effectively impeded by the large
class of students in the lobby, most
of whom wet:e seated on the floor.
The situation was obviously not
"self-corrective" in that I and others
had difficulty in stepping over the

In

.

.

seated students while trying to gain
cess to our points of destination
a
c
and yet no effort
was made,
by the
group to return to their assigned
classroom.
3) The classroom to which the
'. claSs. was assigned was adequately
heated, ~entilated ~nd lighted. .
4) At times the third floor lobby IS
~~~~rn~~~~~."

It houses some 25 faculty offices,
three library departments, the
College' Reading Laboratory. and
approximately 65,000 books. access
to all of which can only be gained by
walking through the lobby in
question. Moreover, a State College ,
Central Office art exhibit was on
display in the lobby at the time of the
incident.
S) At no time did I challenge
Professor Plotkin's professiongl
judgement. In an exchange that was
precipitated by Professor Plotkin,
and which occurred behind closed
doors, I repeatedly explained library
policy governing the convening of
classes outside of previously
designated classroom areas.
6) I have never me( the author of
the April 13th letter. I can say this:

~.~~~~~~~

98

,meeting with Professor Plotkin (the 1 1 '
R 0 b ert Sh
I
· t t
only other person present was Ms.
,ThiS week Dr,
es, A
SSIS a,,!
Leung). I can only assume, RDirector of the Student Union, began a SIX
therefore, that the subst~nce o~ th€1
S month Sabbatical. •Dr. Sharples will be doing 8
letter (at least that portIOn which
ascribed remarks to me) was based.
research on collective bargaining In school sys- 8
• I0de an d outs,ade testate.
h
II
8
on hearsay.
Items Ins
Alan G. ~owell
We wish Dr. Sharples the best 0/ luck in his
Clement C. Maxwell Library
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§
§
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8
8
8
8
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8 research. He wdl be massed b.y all who travel the 8
SStudent Union but we look forward to seeing him. §g

Jot.h e \,.,.:.,. ass &8' again in the
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.
A note to the Class of '79:
This is to congratulate Mike
Palma on winning the Presidential office of the Class of '79. Mike is
a good man and I am not ashamed to
have lost to him; I'm sure he will
carryon in the tradition of .hard
work that he has set in the past year.
I would also like to thank all those
who voted for me. A special thanks
goes to Donny, Mike, Frank, Doug,
and Gary, for all their work, and to
let them know it will not go
unappreciated!
Thank you very much,
John Davis
Class of '79

1980's: New Conservatism
To be of darkness of sil~nce is to see and hear more clearly, more calmly . You are allowed to partake more
enjoyably' in the OJd~st of pastimes - the overhearing of dialogue,' and, as ~ r;sult, allow sou~ds and si~ns to
make for you, at your ease, patterns of the pervading consciousness. For Isn t all sound, all sign a reaction to
the darknes$,the silence around us?
This pattern is manifest today: there is, however vaguely perceptible, a decided, daily movement of the
current sensibility back to the Middle. In politics, fashion, rnusic, Iinguistics, etc., the past two decades of
liberalism can only be viewed as having been (as any period of reactioh) a transitory and necessarS( refinement
of the practices and ideology of the conservative mainstay. As in any' period, qur generation strove to
reconcile our fathers~ rigidly linear perspective with the curve of time. We succeeded, more than not, and, in
the process, became fathers. Having explored ourboundaries, and defined our limitations, we no longer view
the world as being too smalL So, as that sea-wearied warrior, that Man of the Many Devices, knower of ten
years of war, of ten years of wandering, who, by r:'ixing c~urage, finesse, and Iu~k wrought out of silenc.eand
darkness the familiar shore, we, too, weary and Wlse, graVItate back, back by actlon and the current of hidden
hope to the source of all circulation, the root of all wandering. Yes, it is time for the homeless to go home.
The patchwork songs of the Original Vagabond; the rainbow dream of the Black Mahatma; that dream of
the Brother of us all for so long our last, our lost hope - these, our teachers, served us well, refined us from
inherited ignorance,' relieved us for a needed time from the darkness, the silence. And, though differently,
perhaps even the rise of the kingdomles king, the Pardoner, and every household god who bred ~roken
homes -perhaps even these, by our rejecting of them, by our sloughing off the accustomed a~d unexpenenced
definition of ourselves, led us backio affirm once again with unfilmed perception the static yet perpetually
..
:.
.
renewing goodness of what We are.
The sensibility of the 1980's is here, forming, rising. We are nearmg that penod when once agam the hearth
and not the television set will be the center of the home; when fans will find it possible to admire as well as
,identify with the humanness of a sports hero; when "politician'" will.cease to be synonymous with" corruptor";
.when the term"entertainment" win bring to the ear more than merely a tin ring; when romance, art -life itself
can be free of the calculating, commercial mind and returl'l to the aged ilrtificer of the gentle hands, wielder of
the power of the wild and subtle heart: powerful, subtle as a blood-beat; a time when a trusting man will cease
to be lool,ed upon as a fool- when humility will again be associated with the strong, the intermsting, the truly
heroic; when the common man will be the popular man, the middle the center class - an era when all of us will
once more be able to allow ourselves the pleasure of celebrating.this culture of·a Thomas J.efferson, oIa Lou.
Gehrig; ofa Nat Cole.
. '''''.··.:'~···\··~.··:· .... ·~· .. •. ·;·········.....''b·\~'~''t"';.~:~~'I·'·h" ·~·'"'l·:¥S'·'h<":>":~.:::
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Ma~ses at the Catholic Center
Weds., May 3
4p.m.
Thurs., May 4
12, 4, 7 p.m.
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(cant. from page 1)
cost $8.77. Today that sam e book "our purpose of recommending the
would cost $16.32--an increase of fee increase is base d on the fact that
approximately 90%..
th; continued quality and future
On Tuesday night April 25th the accreditation of our academic
SGA Sen ate voted 9-8-1 in favor of programs dep end s greatly upon
recommending the $5.00 per strong library resources."
sem este r increase to Presiden
t
According to the law, the actions
Ron dile au eve n tho ugh the
referendum was voted down by the which have occured in the library
are termed "malicious mischief
stud ent body. SGA Presiden
t is a misdemeanor. If caug " and
ht, one
Jose ph Lamothe approved the
Sen ate' s recommendation saying could serve at Jeast 30 days in prison
or a $100 fine.

In 1969 the average book would

Vo lu m es M iss in g

Owen s, Jesse . Blackthink: My Life
as a Black Man and White Man
Park , Joe. Bertrand Russell on Educ
ation
Heye rdahl , Thor . The Ra Expedition
s
Bogdanevich, Peter . Pieces of Time
Bojarski, Richard. The Films of Boris
Karloff
Spee r, albert. Inside the Third Reich
Tuch man, Barbara. The Guns of
August
Kenn edy, John F. Profiles in Cour
age
Churchille, Winston Spen cer. Marl
borough, His Life and Times
Burk hardt , Jako b C. The Ciuilizatio
n of the Renaissance in Italy
Picas so, Pablo. The Complete Paint
ings of Picasso of His Blue and Rose
Periods
Bazin. Germ ain. The Loom of Art
Sartr e, ,Jean Paul. Being and Noth
ingness
Fast, Julius. Body Language
Freu d, Sigmund. The Interpretation
of Dreams
Brecht, Bertolt. Seuen Plays
Baldwin. Jame s. Go Tell it on the
Mountain
Roet hke. Theo dore. Collected Poem
s
Wells, H.G. The Short Stories of
HG. Wells
Doyle, Arthu r C. The Com piet Sherl
ock Holmes
Donn e, John . Complete Poetry and
Selec ted Prose
Milton, John . Complete Poetry of
John Milton
Veda ine, Paul. Oeuures Poetiques
Completes
Dum as, Alex andre . the Man in the
Iron Mask

S tu de nt s gi ve T es ti m on y
at F ir e T ru ck H ea ri ng

A n e w m in o r w a its fo r yo u a t B S C

The new minor in American
Studies aims at examining from (Juniors interested in American of the perio
d, including immigration,
sev era l per spe ctiv es the Studies have first priority.)
Wh at was New England like 90 labor, the rise of socialist ideas, and
development of American society
years ago? This course will explore urbanization.
and culture. It features a stud y of the
Note: Taking these courses does
the cultural life of our region during
Un ited Sta tes thr oug h a
not commit a student to the minor:
a
very
exci
ting decade. A large the cour
combination of relevant cou rses in
ses
a group of prof
essors will cooperate general elec may simply be taken for
variety of acad emi c areas: history,
tive credit.
to
inve
stiga
te
literature, art, philosophy, political
these topics: the art
and
architecture of the perios,
sci enc e and oth ers . The
Note
including the Boston and N. Easton that : The '10' numbers mean
sop hom ore -lev el intr odu ctor y
these
wor
ks of America's first great disciplin courses are 'intercou rse and junior and senior
ary'; that is, professors from
architect, H. H. Richardson; the diff
seminars deal with selected topics in
ere nt dep artm ent s will
liter
atur
e and the philosophy ·of the coo pera te
Am eric an stu die s from an
in pres enti ng the
period, including the Boston-based
interdisciplinary focus.
material. Pick up registration cards
nov
els
of
Henry Jam es and W. D. for these
ID 220 Introduction to American
courses at the English or
Howells: salient historical problems
Studies: The American West.
History tables at registration.
Tuesday, Thu rsda y, 9:25-10:40.
Coordinator: Dr. Dennis Lythgoe.
Recommended for soph omo res,
but open to othe rs also, this cou rse
will examine the varied aspe cts of
the culture of this distinctive region
'1 have nothing to wear." kind
of the country, comprising the
ly and
eleven stat es kno wn collectively as (Everyone) has either uttered that deepest corn file her gifts in the
er of the clos et
the Far West. With the help of guest stat eme nt or at least thought it once
The w.e. has an answer to all of
lectuers from a variety of disciplines, in their lives. And with clothes in these prob
lems and maybe more.
we will con side r the history, their bureaus and closets. One of We are' spon
soring a Clothing-trade
the problems is boredom. A pair of on
lite ratu re, geo grap hy, poli tics
May 9 & 10 in the Women's
,
economics, sod al life, intellectual slacks or blouse or shirt or dress or Cen ter
Cubicle in the Student
whatever for that matter can only be Unio
life, and folklore of the American
n from 9-4. Com e in with the
worn so many times before clot
We st. We will con side r the
hes you wish to trade (men,
disenchantment sets· in. Or maybe women
Mountain Man, the cowboy, the
and
it's the wrong color or size or eve n what's ther children) and look at
Mormon pioneer, the Indians of the
e. As much as possible
style
for you. Gre at Aunt Louise still the clothing
19th century, as well as the urban
will be separted in
sees you in romper room outfits no groups.
dev elo pm ent , the pol itic al
So that the "shopping"
matter how many times you won't
problems, the literature of the 20th
be totally Filene's Basement
mention Bridgewate State. Not to on a
century. The cou rse will ask the
sale day, no money is
hurt the poo r dear, you thank her exchange
question, what is the impact of the
d, just clothes.
West upon the nation?
ID 320 American Stud ies Seminar I:
The Cultural Life of New England in
the 188 0's. Tue sda y, 1-3
.
Coordinator: Dr. Lois Poule.

C lo th in g N ee d ed
P le a se give!

25 D A Y C O U N T D O W N
P A R TY

C en so rs hi p' s
m an y/ ar m s

Ti ck ets $2.25 ea ch
On sa le Th ur .& Fri. April 27 &28
,.,' in th e .st ud en tV nio n·f or Se nio l"s
Un de rc las sm en ma y bu y th em
on
M on da y May 1, 1978

In Sup port of H 1169
The stud ent new spa per , The
An act to provide a fire fighting
Comment, is developing a series of
truc k.fo r the town of Bridgewater.
public safety articles: The petiton!;> are, in a bargaining proc~ss with the
Pres ente d by Sus an Lawson,
pres ente d to you by town Fire Chief administration .' wh ich con cem s
Stud ent Government Association
dropping this advertising, (Preterm
Representative of Bridgewater Levy are further indications of and
the
stud
ent
supp
ort
Stat e College, before the Join
and awareness of Service), New England Women's
t the need for
and retaining their lease,
adequate fire fighting even
Committee on Education, April 10,
though this would compromise
equi
pme
nt
and
obse
rvance of safety their inde
1978.
pendent status.
The Stu den t Gov ern men t rules.'
McPartland stat ed, "We feel it is
The Stu den t Gov ern men t
Association of Bridgewater Stat e
At Sq uar e Ac res
very imp qrta nt .to the future quality
AssociaCollege supp orts H 1169.
of
T~
Heig
hts
that
·
it
remain on
We as stud ents and your tion feels a favorable recommend- cam pus with
We st Bridgewater, Ma. 8:3 0-1 AM
its pres ent lease
con stitu ents feel that a favorable ation on H 1169 is both necessary arrangement
whe
re·
it
can
,gnd
be most·
justified.
recommendation is necessary for
ope n and ac~essible to the
Mixed dri nks $1.00
the safety of stud ents who live in the
(related article, p. 1)
university community."
Gre at Hill Dormitory, espeCially
thos e living on the fifth f1oor_ We feel
it is the duty of the stat e topfl;,:)Vide
adeq uate fire protection after
constructing a dormitory whose
height exce eds the capacity of the
Bridgewater. fire equipment.
Sin ce 197 1, the tow n of
Bridgewater, the .college, and the
correctional institute have been
trying to pers uad e the stat e to buy a
fire truc k with a 100-foot ladd er to
handle emergencies at the late r two
institutions. '
The town's equipment is able to
reac h all buildings in the area with
. the exception of the front side
of·
Durgin Hall. This directly affects
abo ut 21 rooms which house abo ut
42 individuals.
A fire in Dec emb er of 1974 proved
that the danger to lives exte nds
beyond the immediate area of these
rooms due to smo ke and the
inci nera tor type atm osph ere which
occu rs during a fire. .
All dor msc om p\y . with stat e
building cod es and the· stat e fire
marshal's office. Stud ents are made
~ware of thes e regulations through
a
dorm han dbo ok and meetings. Each
of the five dorm s on cam pus
maintain a fire safety committee
which works in cooperation with the
Dea n of Students, Director of
Buildings and Grounds, and. the
Town Fire Chief. These committees
are responsible for making . sure fire
safety rules are observed. E.a~h
dorm evice-president is the offICial
fire marshal.
Since the occurence of the
Pro vid enc e Col lege fire in
Dec emb er, stud ents have beco me
increa.singly aware of thed ang erso
f
fire. An· all-college committee on
p..u.b,li~ .~af~ty has..bE;?€!? ~~tablis~~~I:->L
-·~~~~~...:.....~.:.....:;.;.,~~
........~L_~:':"':"~':'-":':""':"':"':";"'_ _
....,....__ __ __ __ __ __
_- - . . . . - - - - - - - - -

La st Pa rty Be fo re Se nio r Week!
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Try a new living experience!
Friday, April 14th, was the
deadline to register for the
apartments and the Thursday
night before, many of us were
looking for that magical 6th
person! Bribes were flying left and
right! Down on our knees we
begged "You'll never have or do
any dishes or vacuuming. You can
have a single room and a phone of
your own-anything you
wantlPlease?"
Well last week we had to register
all over again because in our
desperation for a full group of six we
had signed up one person to two
different apartments or we had put
in peoples' names wh.o had no
intention of living with us but
wanted to help us out! Well,
needless to say, we were found
out. Again came the' search for six
people and now that the names
are all in, we sit back, cross our
fingers and, for the first time for
many of us this year, we pray!
("Dear God t if I get this
apartment, I promise to get a 3.3
average next semester!")
As we are all waiting to hear the
news we wonder just who will get
the apartments? Well, the lottery
numbers will be issued (seniors first
and so on down the line) and the
numbers of the six people
averaged. The lowest average will
have the first option and so on.
Groups of less than six do have a
chance. They will have the
number directly after the last
sophomore in the lottery figured

in their average for each missing
Landscaping will also be done
person. Then a sort of waiting list
outside around the apartments and
of people who would like to go
benches and chairs will be placed
into the apartm~nts will be posted
outside also for the students leisure.
and the smaller groups will have
Now, what's the cost? $1100.00
to pick roommates from this list.
for the year. It's up to the students
How many apartments are there? whether or not they will cook their
There are 32 apartments-lO for own food or buy a meal ticket. How
guys, and 22 for girls. The will this compare to the price of the
apartments will be cooed! Just
regular dorms? It's about the same if
exactly how this will be done has
you don't buy the meal ticket.
not been decided yet.
$800.00 for the dorm and $350.00 a
As for niles and regUlations the semester for the meal ticket comes
to about $1500.00. $1100.00 for the
apartments will have its own set.
Apartment-Dorm officers will be apartments and $300-$400 for food (
elected next year and although that's paying $70-$100 a week)
there will be some sort of comes to $1400-$1500.
Ail in all a good deal-a nice
~upervision it has not been decided
whether or not there will be apartment, good good, good
company- now if they'd only give me
Resident Assistants(R.A.'s).
This pictures -a wintry view of the new apartments during the building
. As for maintenance, the students one!
process. There will 10 apartments for guys and 22 f~r girls!
.
will be required' to clean their own'
apartments, while. the commons
area,stairwells and the lounge will be
maintained.
There will be laundry facilities for
the students and a commons area
with brooms,etc. in it. Also there will
be a lounge area.
The apartments have 4 single
bedrooms; 1 d.ouble, one and a half
baths and a kitchen-dining room
FAMOUS BRANDS
Le&J
area- all furnished. Phone jacks will
be placed in every bedroom as well
as in the kitchen area so that the
students have the option of whether
or not they all want their own phone
or a group phone. However the
students must get theri own phones
and call the telephone company and
arrange for them to be installed.

cOt

Priced Below Mfrs Orig Cost!

T own seeks Firetruck
_ fire crew at the M.C.r. had been

(.••.. ·.~~d~.}i,c~eN:era,1 ..y~a1:s;~o.,t\:1e

state . prison faculty, the State
College, and the National Guard
Armory at Bridgewater have been
without adequate fire protection.
Flynn told the committee that the
ladder truck presently owned by the
town of Bridgewater has a
maximum length of seventy five'
feet, and at present, this truck is out
of service.
Also, Flynn pointed out that the
Commonwealth has some 85 million
dollars invested in buildings in the
'town of Bridgewater and the town of
Bridgewater has never billed the
state for fire or ambulance service
Iprovided to ~he state facilities.
Next to speak was Chief
Clarence Levy of the Bridgewater
Fire Department. Chief Levy read
letters from State College President
Adrian Rondileau, and from the
head of the Massachusetts
Correctional Institute (M.C.I.) at
Bridgewater calling for the purchase
of a fire truck
Chief Levy also ,told the
committee of numerous small fires
in all the dorms that could have been
serious of not discovered and
quickly extinguished.
In answer to a question from

committee member Gannet, Chief
L~wy s.aid that no extra safety
precautions have heen taken since
the

Providence

College fire

in

December of 1977.
B.S.C. Senior Susan Lawson
then presented a written testimony
to the committee stating the
Student Government Association
views on the matter.
. Russell Denvers, fire safety
commissions, presented a petition
from the B.S.C. student body
requesting the fire truck.
Mr. Lou Perry then spoke to point
out to the committee that Shea and
Durgin Halls are two separate
buildings sharing a common wall.
Senator Rogers then pointed out
that a similar request was made by
Southeastern Massachusetts
University by applying for it iry their
annual budget· and not by
submitting a separate legislation.
After the AFT-AFL·CIO, the
Massachusetts State College
Association and several other
persons went on record as being in
favor of House Bill 1169. The
committee then made a unanimous
decision to report favorably-to the
legislature on the bill--:-the first step
in the passaged such legislation.
.

MENS

~:.

FAMOUS MICROSTAR®

"The Walton's"

PRECISION TUNED

L~E.D.

Digital
Watches

FAMILY STYLE RESTAURANT
~HOME COOKED MEALS-

YOUR HOSTS; STUART & EDITH WALTON
TELEPHONE. 697-8939

42 CENTRAL SQUARE

BRIDGEWATER, MASS.

,
i

10% Discount
Monday-Sunday 6 a.m., to 8p;m.
New Restaurant

I,

• Unscratchable mineral crystals

• &·Functlon alpha numeric

• water resistant to 166 It

• St.lnl••• steel and rhodium pl.ted white c ••••

• 5 mi.cronsgold on yellow cases

•. Precision machln.d SwlhC.s.s

-.Tells hours, mlnu.e., seconds, months, date, day
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IClassifieds I
for sale
Four 14" slotted chrome rims··fits either Ford
or Chrysler, excellent condition. Asking$130.
Also, two 14" G60 Duster TX tires only used
two months, like new. $90··Call295·1187, ask
for Mike.

June, July and August. Full kitchen,
bathroom/shower, living room, and
bedroom. Perfect for one person. $150 a
month includes all utilities. Contact Scott
Newkirk, 261 Plymouth St., East Bridgewater,
378·4.731.

Tired 'Jf only dancing once or twice on
weekend nights down the Rat? Come dance
for 12 hours straight with the Council for
Exceptional Children in the Dance Maratho.n
for Cerebral Palsy on Friday, April 28, Student
Union Ballroom, 12 noon to 12 midnight. How
lo.ng can you dance?
To the Family··Thanx for adopting me, glad to
be part of your one big unhappy family.
Cuddles
Darling, There's no need fo.r presents, you're
enough for me. Love, M·l.

Married students plus dog and cat looking for
small house or apt. in Bridgewater area. Jan,
697·3904, after 5.

To the cute geochemist with the beard··Happy
22nd birthday. A friend.

lost & found

David W.··How is Ms. Pigeon doing? That was
a hint if I ever saw one. Beware, she may strike
again.

Kenmore sewing machine with cabinet. Good
condition. $50.00. Call 697·7491.
Olds '71 Cutlass, $1500 or best offer. Call ext.
Of see Mrs. Wheeler in S·324.

330

Wedding gown, detachable train, matching
headpiece, size 12/14. $120.00 or best offer.
White brocade gown with matching coat, size
7. Accessories included, $40.00 or best offer.
Call 697·4968 anytime after 4:30.

Lost: Sterling silver Cross pen··please return.
Engraved with following: Sue· 21 . 3/20/77.
Sentimental value. Lost April 10, at History
Club Car Wash, around Woodward Hall. If
found, return to Comment office. Sue Lawson.
Thank you.

1972 350 Honda CB, very low mileage, cherry
condition, z·bars, K & Q seat, sissy bar, runs
like new. II you can find a better bike, buy it!
$850. Call Steve, 947·8722.
-

Ride needed to UMass Amherst, Fri. 28 or Sat.
29 of April. Will split costs. Please contact
Dana Mainwaring, ext. 383, room 309, Pope
Hall. Thank you.

wanted
!

ride/riders

Are you living down the Cape this summer and
want an extra roommate to help share
expenses? Cape native would like a room
around the Mid·Cape area, but will consider
others. Reply Box 301, Durgin Hall.
Wanted··work in Japan! Teach English
conversation. No experience, degree, or
Japanese required. Send self·addressed
envelope for details. Japan··A72, 411 W.
Center, Centralia, Wash. 98531.
Wanted··teachers at all. levels. Foreign and
domestic teachers. Box 1063, Vancouver,
Wash. 98660.
College seniors: After 20 years of preparing to
enter the job market, most of you are ready to
earn and spend money because we know that
a person with a Bachelor's degree has the
confidence to make their education paying.
Before you accept a position offering under
$14,500, please talk to Paul Beane at 947·7188
Why do your own typing? Student interested
in typing papers at LOW, LOW prices.
Interested? See Jo Ann at the COMMENT.

services
Typing done at LOW, LOW prices.
Interested? See Jo Ann at the COMMENT
office.
Summer jobs gu~ranteedor money back.
Nation's largest directory, minimum fifty
employers. per state. Includes master
application, only $3.00. Stimchoice, Box 645,
State College, Pa. 16801.

housing
Apartment to sublet 3 miles from BSC fN

personals
Willie S. ··Heard you were really "slick" the
other night. With an act like that, who needs
Shak!lspeare? What are "slush dogs?" Hope to
hear your new lines soon, still waiting for the
final product. "Love & kisses," a wild and
,crazy girl.
Rich Parkes: What makes you special? Let's
enjoy what we have because we're running out
of time fast. We've got to try harder, even next
September when Circus World becomes a
reality. How about it? A challenge Slr what?
love, "T"
To Mike and Rover··Thanks for being there
when I need you. The weekend with Skip was
great. Let's do it again. Will we ever play
tennis? Rover needs vitamins! Kitty, Puppy,
and Big Dog say hi. Keep trying to win. Always
be mine. I love you, Little Dummy.
BASS: Snicker,Snlckeri fake care . of your
tooth. We like to see you smile. Maybe
someday we'll find a Bridgewater dentist who
will take ernergency cases! From the two all
nighters from acrqss the hall.
Hey Coyle··Thanks for all your guidance
during this past year. You've been a great help
and a lot of fun. Remember, don't be nervous
and have yourself a wild summer. You'll be
missed next year. Love, your Cuz.
Dear older sisters, (Plain) decided to melt
thro.ugh my fingers and r do.n't know what I'm
going to do! This is the worst thing that has
ever happened to me. But thanks for all your
help and advice. Love, Smushed up (peanut).
Brian: Happy belated birthday. Bet you
tho.ught I'd forget! Your friendship means a lot
to me, M, keep in touch! Lisa

Classified Ad Form
Circle Heading:
FOR SALE

WANTED

HOUSING

LOST & FOUND

PERSONAL
OTHER

RIDE/RIDERS

----------------~--~------~-------------

Adto read as follows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _,..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_ _ _ _ _ __

To Nellie's Dad: Hope your 22nd birthday is as
fun·filled as yeu are! (Tee·hee!!) Still another
friend.
To the smokey mountain pioneer·.Happy
22nd birthday. Still even another friend.
David, I just wanted to thank you for an
excellent time at the semi·formal. You're
simply ... hunky! You looked gorgeous! I hope
that I'll get to see you at another formai.(maybe
a prom? May 5th.} Just remember, Sweets, I
love you very much! Always, Chumley's
friend.
A 22nd birthday wish for the guy in 223 Scott
Hall. You're all right in my Field Geology
book!! Another friend
To. all the people who participated in our
weekend benderrr, it was a success! Milet,
paperbags? Mary Anne, where were you?
Kano, did you have cold feet? Cuddle, Charlie,
cuddle! T.J. find your papers? BQb, how would
you like sand down your pants? Mikey, get
hyper much? What are yQU Qn? Oh well, itwas
fun!! Signed, the "Drinking·Dunken Buddies"
To. the manager of the ROADRUNNERS··
Happy Birthday. The team.
Hey Chick··J like your style··love to see it!
Wanna get a couple of siKes and go down to
the Cape? Thursday nite? Remember Night
Gallery is on at 11:30··Can't miss it! Collack is
watching so watch your thumbs! Your jogging
pal.
Luby: I hope YQu're not upstuciyinglateonthe
21st, remember, it's your birthday. So happy
birthday, Nac
To.: 4th Floor Execu'tiveSaildAuxillary equals
Sandy Nek Campers. Mary Anne's lost!
Quick. put out my shoes, they're melting!
Everyone take a chug! TJ, no words needed,
said too much already. Remember, PHRED
died tOQ! .Jimmy's fate was deserved. Archy
Tarchy HAAAAH Steph and Bob, wine
glasses? Medieval Manor, look Qut! signed,
Head of Women's Auxilliary

----------------------------Bob, breakfast at six? Mary Anne, a hairdryer?

Drinking buddy, walk around, sing much or
fall? Brian, fall asleep in a running car? Jamie!
Jamie! Where are you? Milet,. cry much?
Mikey, have fun dune hopping? Unreal!
Denise, hQW did you get invQlved in the
wrestling match? When are we going to do.it all
again! Burn Baby Bum Campfire Inferno
Rock: HS ome nights are just too beautiful to
call it quits at sunrise.~ Thank you for loving
me and for giving me the happiest 11 months. I
Jove you! Di
'No. 15: Qreat game Saturday, I was very
proud of you. Keep up the good work. Love,

Me
Chris, Happy 22nd Birthday frQm all you
girlfriends in Pope, Wood, Scott & Shea. We
love yQur blonde eyes & blue hair. Signed,
Monkey
Much love and many thanks to Andy. Tad,
Cheryl, Mike, Mary Ann, and Susan for visiting
me while I was in my sickbed (or as in most
cases, out of ill)! You're all great! Special
thanks to Milet for putting up with me and
keeping me entertained! The cards never lie!
Love, Susan
DLM, You have finally figured out how to stay
awake for 46 hours with no sleep. Cold Duck, 6
vodka collins, dancing all night, then go to New
York. -Where is the Ladies Room?" Next time
we'll go up the stairs on W.52nd St. Your
roomie
Hey Sandy Neck burn-outs, what a benderrr!
KanQ sorry about the mix·up. So you guys
thought I was lost, huh? Tricked yuh! Some
unusual things happened ... burning Mikie's
soul, a ripped sleeping bag, tent co.llapsing,
"the ladder", shoes melting, sacks burning,
etc. etc. etc. Sign me . "Lost"
Christopher Smith: Wishing you the happiest
22nd Birthday ever. Hope it is an enjoyable one
for you. You're going to get the best birthday
present you ever had. Love, Future wife of...
To Andrea & Marybeth: How about spending
a weekend at "my place"? Don't you think it's
about time for a party? Let's have a royal bash
and go out of this place in style. Who do you
live with, anyway? Must be a pretty terrific
person, hm? Say hello for me sometime. Love,
NAJ
To the "fantastic guy" in Rm. 201 Scott. R.D.·
You're rigbt, History's the only way to go!
ThQse physics majors, P & P don't know what
they're talking about. The girls up above really
enjoy dancing & partying. When's our next
seSsion? Don't call us, we'll caJlyou, (or-should
it be the other way around?) Anyway,
remember if you can't be good, just be good at
it!!!
To the jerks that broke 2 windows in Scott Hall
You are stupid idiots! 1 is fun but 2 is
ignorance. You're poor excuse for seniors. I
pity the kids you corrupt. P.S. Kindergarten is
down the road little boys.

Dear P & P, do things like that happen to. you
often? ['m glad you liked it anyway. I thought it
was kind of kinky myself. We'll have to. do it
again sometime'. I'll be over soon. Life is full of
little surprises, isn't it? Love, a Lark.

Freudian Woman, This has been. a bad
weekend for me but I know you can get me
Up". It wasn't enough that we took pictures of
our different positions, but to show them to the
children is beyond belief. I enjoy sharing the
bed, but we both feel better on thefJoor· more
room with the shag ni'g . very kinky. Love
always, Freudian Man

Prince: Happy Birthday! You handsome frog.
I11 catch you in a pond sometime. If I kiss you,
will you be my prince forever? Toad
Pete, here goes: Don't eat at E···Brooks if you
are unaware . Of one of the chefs who tries to
cook there! Love affectionately, Your cafeteria
pals
"Spunker" . Cut the dramatics. I'd really
appreciate it. I really would appreciate it.
That's okay! That's alright! Oh, J can't. What
would "\1" say? 1 have to go studyl Karen S.
To Ed D.: From your secret admire. Did you
know you had one? I find myself in a daydream
whenever I see you. You have got to be the
best .looking guy on campus. Hockey is doing
wonders for your spectacular physique. By the
way your moustache looks super, A definite
asset. 111 be seeing you A.M. looking for
P.M.! Hope yQU had an eventful Patriot's Day
weekend.
'
To My One and Only Puppy. Pooh: We've
been squabbling like Uons, tigers and Bears
lately! Now I know I'm right and you Imow
you're right, but I'll apologize anyway. Thank
you for being there and I promise once
"business" clears up, we will too. 5 days left!
(Are you still counting?) Love always, Little
Lion
So we roughed it for a weekend ... pizza,
dQnuts, beer, whiskey, wine. and mOre. Jamie,
what did you need Gus the rabbit for? Bill lose
your sense of direction often (one mile into the
ocean)? Mikey like firecrackers or something?
Milet, your gonna get one hell of. a beating!
Who really roughed it by taking a shower?
(T.J., Fred, Kana not to mention names). Sign
me, "drying my hairt
To Betsy, Donna, and Agnes··do you think we
will ever make the US Gymnastics team? 1
havea feeling that we might qualify after this
semester is over; Who knows, we might even
get gold medals! Guess who
MSB, esq, a.k.B. 007: Well, my love, we made it
through some pretty rough times this
weekend, didn't we? Don't worry, honey, I
only have eyes for you, honest, no matter what
I do or how I act at parties. "You can dress her
up, but you can't take her anywhere!" I'm just
scared because [realized how much I n e.ed you
when I was gone this weekend. Have faith in
both Qf us··our relationship is stronger than
anything oranyOneffiat cittJ,l'lajtpelr tt{us! 1
Jove you more than yesterday, Jess than
tomorrow·-your "Queenie"
Dear Ned, Thanx for everything!! Although it
was fun and worth the trQuble. Love, sexy

voice.
Thomas P., I want to wish you a happy
birthday. A cute chick.
Hey, kid, what's up? Ah . , . Another Saturday
Night No· Guy Blues? Me

N

Dear Queen Victoria, when we going to Brasil?
So I never give you flowers ............ , ... .
I Love You, sincerely James Bond.
P.S. You made a Face!
P.P.S. Why did you put a white streak Qn my
nose?
To all my fellQw campers: even though it was
CQld, all of us did get burnt. Bill and Fred··
thanks for the firewood, but where is it? Who
were those two with the flashlight? So ellen, did
you really want to sleep outside the tent?
Drinking Buddy. . . really wineglasses with
I Bob? Signed-·"But· where's the whiskey?"

To my BLS . i love you ·1 will always love you
and don't let ther ever be any doubt about that
what·so-€ver! By the way, when are you going
to open the bag or bake some cookies? LQve,
B.S.

To SSC'ers. Enjoy life, for tomorrow you may
se~ the daisies die, and the winter come"and
no'time to tell everYQne how much you loved
them. A Close Friend
To: Joshus, Kathy and Barbra, Barbra don't
10Qk now but Kathy rasgo her pantaionis.
Joshua will you please tell your martii· to get rid
• of her Vega. Kathy will you please tell Hami
that I only have the Flu. Love ya, Pescado

Hey Chic, "The NighC re~nacted,or 'wh~t?l
Quit drinking but let's get a six to help. Are
both your thumbs on? Are there walnuts in
your room? Hey, let them sleep over, we won't
remember! Night Gallery is No.1. Seriously,
thanks for being a, friend! Love, Collac

Cheryl, Phil, Diane, Nancy, and Paul: Well, it's
all over! Just wanted you to know hQW much I
appreciated your support and super ability.
You all did a great job·We are not mean!!
. Love, Lisa
'To the gang··great Aquabrytes show··have
another mug-full. birthday·man Luby! C.B.,
M,B., L.G.
Katy: Sorry we missed your birthday··here's a
late Happy 19th Birthday!! Love, Marg and
Jeannie
Maureen··that's using your head! Signed, all
wrapped up.

To Casey: How's your ring ... worm? Quaking
bogs are no place for young ladies. You know
what r mean, Jell.y Bean? Oh, take a beating!

Joan..did you get sh·-faced the other night or
what? What a boozer! Boston .. the Combat
Zone!!! .. at 2 am? You are a sicito. And this

K.D.D.: I love you, R.A.C.

applies to everyone else that you went with!

Pescado: you're full of surprises and laughs.
Thanks for the mam; C.L.R. Keepsmiling-you
deserve the best; S.S. What can I say? We've
known each Qther so long!! Where were you all
last week?; JW & JJ . Stay happy! Oh yeah· Hi
Pierce - how's your roommate?; Love that pea.
& fluff kid! Sunrises are the best! To all: Be
Good!!
Jack & Ginny, Happy AnniversarY, you make
a lovely couple. We hope things work out,
Yo ur love seems to grow together, we hope it
never grows apart. Happiness Always, Sub
Store Gang

Classi/ieds are free for all students,
faculty, staff, and administrationofBSC.
For all others, rates are $1.50 per column inch.
Name/Phone
Address:
_,~__ -__-_.
Total Ami. Enc1os~!d: _. ___.______._ .......-.. -----------,----.-.--.,--..-'

FL YlNG PIZZA

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust Us no longer will
Mikey trust .we're responsible for Jimmy's fate
The flames from him were really great Save the
other for next year Then one little guy will shed
a tear or two For Jimmy Hendrix, w"!'re not
through with yQu!

,Bridgewater delivery only

at

Typing done LOW LOW prices. Interested?
See JoAnn in the COMMENT office.
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Luby, I reinembenld your birthday,·,nappy
22nd. Frank2
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The Clinic ...
WhereE
Ben
Applications are now available for positions
clinicians and assistant clinicians for the 1978 f
session of the Children's Physical Development Clin:
Positions are open for current Freshme
Sophomores, and Junior students in:
-Health and Physical Education
-Special Education
-Early Childhood Education
-Psychology
-Elementary Education

Fun sit~down types of games are often observed in the
early intervention program.

Applications can be obtained from Dr. Huber in Roo
103 or in the main office of the Health and Physi<
Education Department in Kelly Gymnasium.
The Clinic program,. in operation since 1974,
devoted to the psycho-motor improvement of spec
needs children ranging in age from 18 months throu~
20 years. A "child's program may consist of tl
following areas:
-Early Intervention
-Physical Fitness
-Perceptual-motor Development
-Fundamental Motor Skills and Patterns
-Skills in Aquatics, Dance, Individual and Grol
Games and Sports

. Some children need developmental experiences with

play equipment found in the home environment.

A perfect picture of con(
clinician and' relaxation 1.
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~veryone
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_

efits
~s
~1I

Clinicians work on a one-to-one basis with a special
needs child for nine Saturday mornings in carefully
c. planned activities in both gym and pool. The
experience is beneficial not only to the child, but also
n, provides unlimited satisfaction for the clinician. In
addition to this gratifying feeling, the clinician receives
valuable training which aids in the development of
professional skills and knowledge that will assist"
individuals in acquiring jobs in their related fields.
The deadline for application is May 12th.
Don't pass up this opportunity to help yourself while
m -helping others!!
:al

The use of a medicine ball "to develop eye·foot
coordination.

is : :

tal
~h

1e ':

"

Thinking Ahead?
Fall Semester 1978
Children's Physical
Development Clinic

lP

:entration-on the part of the
m the part of the student.

Development of upper body muscular; strength and
coordination through the use of the horizontal ladder.
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THE ARTS
I?rogram Committee

The Sixties Revisited
by Gil ~liss
Political activist Jerry Rubin
appeared on campus last week,
drawing 250 listeners. a far cry from
the college crowds he drew during
his hey-dey in the late 60's. Rubin's
talk was designed to explain what
happened in the demonstrations of
ten years ago and to give his
thoughts on Americans' present
status and hopes for the future.
Answering the question,"What
happened to the energy of the
l%O's" , Rubin stated that in dealing
with the Vietnam War, people had
an issue for which they were willing
to shed blood. People felt that Draft
Boards infringed their civil liberties,
and Rubin offered three reasons for
the end of social demonstrations
and a change in American
consciousness.
His first contention was that the
demonstrators won, they "got what
they set out to do". Secondly, he
placed blame· on "the destructive
efforts of the government to wipe
out the social demonstrators". By
1970, according to Rubin, the FBI
infiltrated every college organization and proceeded to wreak
havoc. "Phones were tapped. and
people were beaten in the streets,"
said Rubin.
His third reason for the turnabout
of 60'5 activism to 70's apathy is the
"awakening of Americans". He feels
that our lifestyle has been changed,
overtly as well as subtly, by the
culture generated by the peace
m?"~t1'l~nt . . /~g~Qple ... ~~~. <;hl1ngil1g,
bec'omlhg ·moteopen· with
each other, and with themselves."
After the lecture, I questioned
Rubin as to the motives of his
lecture tours, are they informational, motivational, financially
oriented? I don't think people
should forget what was accomplished in the 60's", said Rubin,
"sometimes I'd like to think that
people could look at the problems
we have, and still care"_
The irony of the situation was that
Rubin'~ F11lrlience consisted mostlv

of students Rubin typify a~
"apathetic examples of the 70's".
Several spoke up defending the
"system" at the conclusion of the
talk.
People have accused Rubin of
selling out his principles and
becomin g. commercialized. His
latest endeavor is. research in the
field of "sexual anxiety". He is
searching for the psychological
reasons why men feel a need to be
superior in every way. His view is
that since the trauma of the war and
post-Watergate depression, our
society has become more
internalized, and the basis for his
research has been that until you
change yourself,' you can't change
the outside. He says that this is the
basic source of male insecurity and
that this causes over-reaction.
"Women have opened up and the
feminist movement is the most
beautiful movement going on now",
he said,"I'm looking into why men
can't open up just the same."
The results of surveys passed out
during the lectures across the
country coupled with additional
research, will culminate in a book on
the subject in the futre.
r found it refreshing and hopeful,
that a man like Rubin is still devoting
his life to .social change and
progressive reform. Some say he's
making big bucks on the lecture

circuit, but spending a night in
Bridgewater, speaking into an
absurd sound system, arguing with
contented middle class examples of
our society, reflects a desire greater
than money. He, as well as people
like Tom Hayden, have realized that
change through the system is
practical, and still very necessary.

Dinner Theatre
The S.U. Program Comittee will
present the Dinglejest Dinner
Theatre Company on April 29 in the
S.U. BalIroom.
On Saturday, April, 29, the
Program Committee will present a
dinner theatre, featuring the
Dinglefest Theatre Company with
their production of "Vacuum Pact,"
a comedy.
Dinner will begin at 6 p.m. The
menu includes: Antipasto, chicken
with wine sauce, rice pilaf, green
beans almandine, Swedish
meatballs and strawberry
shortcake. (Drinks will be ,available)
''Vacuum Pact" wlll begin at 7:30
p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 withmeal ticket,
$3.50 for BSC students without
meal tickets and $3.75 for the
general public. Tickts must be
purchased at least one day prior to
the event.

"~'~"Pr~pares

Final Issue
The copy deadline for the next
issue of "I's" has been extended
from April 18 (as given in the recent
issue) to Tuesday May 2, in order to
prepare a twelve or sixteen page
issue, rather than ,the usual eight
pages. This win be the last issue of
the Spring semester, therefore all
artists, writers and photographers
are urged to submit any work which
they would like to see in print before

September to the Arts Magazine
mailbox in the S. U. Info Booth.
Tuesday, May 2 will also be the
date of our next- meeting, during
which material will be chosen forthe
next issue. Asalways new faces and
w ideas are welcome. The meeting
will be held at 11:00 am in the Arts
Magazine office across from the
Rathskellar.

A Soviet-made western movie, entitled "Armed and Very Dangerous,"
is running into an unexpected problem: Soviet audiences are booing the
KGB "Good Guys,H saving their cheers for the horses. A "Good Guy"
sheriff in Arizona sporting a big red star for a badge struggles valiantly to
make capitalist "Bad Guys'" pay for their vile deeds. All for naught -- he
draws boos and foot-stamping from Soviet audiences. '1 have .rid the
world of this vermin~" declares the victorious hero, putting a shovel over
his shoulder and trudging off into the sunset to earn an honest living.
More boos and cat calls. Vigilant secret police agents and informants are
reportedly planted amongst the movie audiences, trying to see who boos
for the wrong ideological reasons. But it's just too dark to report much
more than that the stage-coach horses are the favorites, hands-down.
There are lots of square·dancers in Houston. the most unusual of
which must be the Texas Tailwaggers, a group consisting of eight people
and eight dogs. "Mama, are those dogs really square dancing?" asked a
little kid at the posh Westwood Country Club Ballroom the other night.
Yes, they are, Virginia. They're all on leashes, but not because they don't
know the steps to the '1rish Washer Woman." Sometimes another dog
or a passing cat prove more popular than the dance - an irresistable
attraction, as it were. The dogs have been dancing since August, and are
now learning a second dance, "Cotton Eye Joe."
Playboy Magazine reports that more than 50 people in Kuala Lampur,
Malaya, were duped out oftheir jewelry recently. Two men had promised
the victims that they would plant the gems and grow jewelry trees. Boy,
must have been a bunch of real naive, primitive people, you say? The
police reported that a number of those ripped off were English
schoolteachers.
Here's a switch that might have made even Little Red Riding Hood
happy. Two en recently stopped an ll-year-old girl, opened the door to
their car, and one grabbed her by the arm. The girl, however, foiled her
attacker by flipping him onto his back on the sidewalk, chopping him in
the neck with the edge of her hand, and jabbing him ih both eyes with her
fingers. The other man jumped out of the driver's side, screaming,
"That's murderl". Neighbors, hearing the commotion, alerted police, and
both men were apprehended. The girl is the daughter of a woman who
studied Judo and a man who holds a brown belt in Karate. She was
unharmed except for a bruise on her arm where the man had grabbed
~~

Keith Bratton, the man who gave the world instant wet t-shirts. has a
new product -- jumper cables for battery-operated watches. According
to Bratton, eight million Americans wear electric watches, and now they
no longer have to call for a tow when their watches won't start on chilly
mornings. The jumper cables are available for $1.50 from Bratton's
Funny Forum (6060 Castleway West Drive. Indianapolis, 46250). A
forthcoming product, according to Bratton, is a piece of bathroom
furniture for tots that features baseball bats for legs. It will be called "The
Johnny Bench".
If you turned away frustrated the last time you argued with your bank
teller about your account balance, or overcharge, just imagine how you'll
feel when your bank installs a mechanical replacement. Automated bank
teller machines can now take your money, transfer it, deposit it, give it
back, or loan you more. Though their reasoning might seem debatable,
Credit and Financial Magazine optimistically' reports, "It won't be long
before customers should be able to complete most of their banking
transactions without any personal contact. This will enable banks to
offer more personalized services."
They grow some pretty feisty eagles in Italy ... Antonio Beozzi was
soaring blissfully in his glider at 4600 feet over the mountains in northern
Italy when an eagle attacked his sailplane and crashed through the
windshield into his cockpit. "1 was real scared," Beozzi said. "It snapped
at my arms.: We had a real tough fight until I grabbed its neck and
strangled the beast." Holding the eagle with his left hand Beozzi safely
brought the single person sailplane back to earth.
See you Roundabout!

I

THIS SUMMER EXPLORE
ANOTHER DIMENSION OF BSC

.

Bridgewater Calendar

Current
Bridgewater State College Art Faculty Annual Exhihit through May
12 in the eSC Art Gallery.
April 28
.
Jim Monahan at the Chameleon Coffeehouse, 8:30 pm.
April 29
Dinglejest Dinner Theatre (spo~sored by the Program Committee) at
6 pm in the S.U. Ballroom.
May 3
.
Special recording artist John Po1ce will be apearing at a coffeehouse at
BSC on Wednesday, May 3. The coffeehouse will be in the Student
Union Formal Dining Room at 8 pm. Refreshments will be provided.
Admission is free. Come and relax for an 'evening of good music and
~reat company. Sponsored by the Carpenter's Shop.
May 4
.
Rhythms presented by the Ensemble Theatre in the SU Auditorium.
Performances will be May 4, 8 pm; May 5, 8 pm; May 6, 7 and 9:30 pm.
Tickets are $2.50, $1.50 for BSe staff and students. For information, call
697-8321 ext. 213 or 247.
May 8
\
,
.1\.. ~ark. Twain Sketches,· performed by the Chamber Repertory
Company at 8 pm is the SU Ballroom. Tickets are $1.50, $1.00 for
students. Sponsored by Ensemble Theatre.
Ma<;.' 12

.

Choral Society's annual Spring Concert, 8 pminthe SU Auditorium.
Admission is free.
May 15
Bridgewater State College Students Annual Exhibition through May
23 in the BSe Art Gallery.
..

Call ext. 23107697-6141 or drop in to the Continuing Education Office, ground floor, Maxwell Library.

WBIMWBIM
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Ensemble Theatre:

SING ...

We've Got Rhythm
Do you have rhythm? Do you
have music? Can you ask for
anything more? The answer is YES!!
Coming May 4,5 and 6 is a musical
light show is directed by Dr.
Stephen Levine. The show contains
a variety of rhythms, dancing,
singing and acting. It's sure to be a
worthwhile evening, so don't miss
this upcoming extravaganza.
Tickets are' on sale now in front of
the bookstore. For more
information, call 697-8321 extension
213 or 247. RHYTHMS is an
Ensemble Theatre Production.

Ensemble Theatre. The public is
urged to attend for an evening of
thought.provoking revelations.

Mark Twain Sketches

The nationally acclaimed
Chamber Repretory Company is
appearil}g . at Bridgewater State
College. Do not missyour chance to
see this professional touring
company perform some Mark
Twain Sketches. The performance
begins at 8:00 p.m. in the Student'
Union Auditorium on Monday, May
8th. Admission· is only one dollar!
Be sure to come.
.
"No Exit"
The Chamber Repretory
.' Also coming soon to Hor:ace Company is also giving a workshop
Mann Auditorium May lO'and 11 is Orl acting in the S.U. Ballroom at
an intriquing· Richard Camuso 4:30 p.m. also on May 8th. This
directed studio entitled "No Exit". A workshop and performance are
one act play written by Jean-Paul open to the entire campus. Yes, the
Satre. This mind·boggling play entire campus· theatre majors, nonfeatures such talented cast theatre majors, commuters and
members as: the multi-faceted rion·commuters. All arE~ welcome .David A. Greene, alluring Marcie come and enjoy the night. Tickets
McGee, undermin ing Maureen will be on sale across from the
Bray and memorable Michele bookstore all next week and they
Pecoraro. This fantastic show is will be on sale at the door the night
absolutely free, courtesy of of the performance.

The Choral Society needs new
members! Anyone who likes to sing
1S welcome to join Chorale, and any
woman is invited to join the
Women's Glee Club. There aretwo
other groups within the Society: the
Chamber Singers, a subgroup of
Chorale, and Americana Singers, a
sub·group of Women's Glee.
There are three ways to join
Chorale, 'Women's Glee or both.
The first is to register at the music
department: table at registration.
you will receive .one credit. The
other ways do not .resultin credit·
only in membership. You can either
sign up at the music department
registration table without taking a
card, or you may simply come to
rehearsals. There is generally no
audition for Women's Glee or
Chorale. Only in the case of a major
mbalance of the number of men
and women in Chorale will there be
an audition. Don't worry that you're
not a good enough singer! Singing in
a group is the best way to improve

I

your singing and to build up your
confidence!
Rehearsals for Chorale are
Monday and Wednesday at 3 p.m.
and Thursdi:iyat lla.m. Women's
Glee meets Tuesday and Thursday
at 2:50 (next semester). Except for
performances, no extra time will be
required of you.
For more information, talk to any
member of the Choral Society.
(Next year's executive board
consists of Gerry Delcourt,
President; Lee Pina, vice president
of Chorale; Mary Ann Bernat,vice
president. of Women's Glee; Vicki
Smialek, secretary; Karen Tobin,
treasurer; Martha Fuller, librarian
for Chorale and Pauline Dunais,
librarian for Women's Glee.)The
directors, Kr. Theodore Davidovich
(Chorale) and Dr. Maxine Asselin
(Women's Glee) can also tell you
more about the groups.
Don't forget Chorale or Women's
Glee when you register May 3,4or 5.
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CES WITH SCHOOL
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FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL LEGAL ADVICE EVERY
.
TUESDA Y AND WEDNESDAY FROM 10..3
third floor SGA O/fices- Student Government LAWYERS

Lunch time in the patio of our La Rojefza distillery.

When our worl{ers sit down to lunch
they, sit downto atradition.
When they ma.l(.e Cuervo Gold
it's the same.
Every day at just about eleven the wives/rom Tequila
arrive at the Cuervo distillery bearing their husbands'
lunches.
_ Lunches that have been lovingly prepared in the
. same proud manner since men first began working here
in 1795. '
It is this same pride in ay"ob well-done that makes
Cuervo Gold truly special. Anyway you-drink it, Cuervo
Gold will bring you back to a time when quality ruled
the world.
.

Cuervo~The Gold standard since1795.
CUERVO ESPECIAL® TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. I MPORTED AND BOTTLED BY© 1977 HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD, CONN.
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Ann uncements
FOOTBALL POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Football Announcer, Football Manager and
Statistician are needed for 1978. Paid
position. See Coach Mazzaferro.
SENIOR COUNTDOWN PARTY!!!
A 25 Day Senior Countdown Party will be
held on Monday May 1, 1978 at Square Acres
in East Bridgewater and will feature D.J.
Sullivan. Tickets are available on April 27 &
28 for seniors and May 1 for underclassmen
across from the bookstore. The cost is $2.25.
DANCE MARATHON
On Friday April 28th, the Council for
Exceptional Children is sponsoring a dance
marathon for Cerebral Paly. The marathon
wili be held in the Student Union Ballroom
from noon to midnight. Sponsor sheets are
available in the Student Union Info Booth, the
library, Tilly and Boyden Hall. Come and
dance for this good cause. Please note:
change in date from April 21st to April 28th.
SNEA MEMBERS
Please pick up your magazines in the SNEA
Cubicle 1 (top floor S. U. Bldg.). Due to cost of
postage, which we are not alloted for, we
cannot mail your magazines.
SENIORS
Talent of any kind for Senir Talent Night in
the Rat· on Sunday, May 21 is needed. If
interested please contact Lynne Borski at
697·2166 or drop a note in the class mailbox in
the Student Union Info Booth. Include your
name, phone and type of act.
SENIORS
As time grows smaller, we should all gather
together for that one last fling. If you have
nothing to do, Monday, May I, come to the 25
Day Countdown Party. This will be the last
party before Senior week which begins on the
19th of May. The party is being held at Square
Acres in East Brid.ge~a.ter) from 8:30 -1:00. A
" hapPY' hour Will be held from 8:30 -9:30 with all
mixed drinks $1.00. Tickets are $2.25 each,
and can be purchased by seniors on thursday
and friday April 27 and 28, in the Student
Union ticket booth. Underclassmen can
purchase the tickets on Monday May 1so you
seniors better get your tickets early! The class
officers would like to thank all those who
helped out at our last Square Acres party,
with special thanks to Jim McGlaughlin.
Hope to see you there on the first!!!
RECREATION
The Bridgewater Recreation Commission
requests that· no alcoholic beverages be
brought on Legion Field during baseball'
games.
SELECTMEN
Former Athletic Director Ed Swenson has
been named to th~ Whitman Board of
Selectmen ..
PHI MU EPSILON
Chris Kelley - senior from Weymouth, Carol
Dauphinee -junior from Quincy, Linda Proulx
junior from Taunton, Stanley Russell .
'sophomore from So. Yarmouth have all been
selected to be inducted into Phi Mu Epsilon.
This organization is a national honor
fraternity for outstanding achievement in .
Mathematics.
WHALE WATCH TRIPS
Would any Whale Watch participant who is
driving to Provincetown and who has robm
for riders, please send a 4 x 5 card with your
name, phone number and number of riders
you could take to me in care of the Biology. I
will post these cards outside room 114 of the
Conant Science Building. If you need a ride
would you please check this bulletin board so
that we can form as many car pools as
possible. Riders should make their own
arrangements with drivers for cost sharing.
Tha'nk you. Dr. Jahoda, Biology Department.
LAWYERS
Lawyers are available for confidential legal
advice to students for no charge every week
on Tuesday and Wednesday from 10-3. This
legal service is sponsored by the Student
Government Association.
OASIS
Above Average Age Students. OUf club
"Oasis" (Older Than Average Students
Improving Selves) will be meeting eve.ry
Tuesday in SU 1 between 11 and 12 .
.Everyone is w.elcome. Bring your coffee and
joiri.~us,'·'·.·. '," 'x." . ,..
I : , . ' <"~'

What's
10.99

Coming
Up for

Spring'78?
HIGH FASHION KNIT TOPS
to
Everything in tash ion tops from the classic look
to hooded styles, u-necks, ruffles, banded
bottoms. Lush solids and strJpes. Sizes S-M-L
..in easy care polyester and cotton blends.

PREWASHED DENIM JEANS,
DRESS PANTS & SKIRTS

9 99 toJJ99
Build your fashion collection around our super
assortment of prewashed cotton jeans, poly
dress pants and modish skirts. Delicious
colors, all in sizes 5 to 15.
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by Elaine Martin

Marathon is No

Mary Creedon isn't kidding when she says
she likes to run. Running 15-20 miles every
day is certainly no joke; especially when
training for a 26 mile, 385 yard race, known as
a marathon.
Despite her running achievements, Mary, a
sophomore and Physical Education major at
BSC, doesn't believe running in a marathon
requires any super-human abilities.
"Dedication" is probably the most necessary
requirement. Mary has missed only two days
of running since last September. That's quite
a record considering the unpredictable New
England weather.
Although Mary burns off enough calories to
indulge in every fattening goodie we we.ight
watchers (I watch mine grow!) must shun; she
prefers a nutritious fish and vegetable diet. Of
course, on occasion Mary does give in to the

junk-food craving and finds ice cream her
biggest weakness. Don't we all!
A track runner in high school, Mary was
persuaded by the boys on the team to run
with them in a marathon. Thirty-three
attempted this marathon, but only eight boys
and one girl (Mary) completed the full 26
miles, 385 yards (standard marathon size as
decided by the International Olympics). What
amazes me was that two hours after Mary ran
in her first marathon, she went to work at
Friendlies for eight-hours!
A year later, Mary qualified as an entrant
for the 1976 Boston Marathon. A runner must
run a previous marathon in under 3 hours and
30 minutes before being allowed to participate
as an entrant. Mary's successful finish
brought her back the following year to once
again successfully finish. Mary comp 'eted
with widely known runners such as Bill
Rodgers (the 1976 and 1978 winner), Frank

Joke!

Shorter, and Jerome Drayton.
By now you must be wondering what
motivates this busy college student to find
,time to run for endless miles in weather unfit
for the mailman ...
"1 really like it. It's great for the circulation,
and it keeps me healthy. It makes me feel
good."
Everyone likes to feel good. Could this be
the answer we've been waiting for? What
about it, Mary? What would you suggest to
those of us who are interested in participating
in a marathon?
"First, a good pair of running shoes is very
important and should be carefully chosen.
Next, you should carefully increase your
running mileage. Overstraining is unhealthy.
If you feel too sick, you should temporarily
stop increasing mileage. Once you get
yourself to the point of running 10 miles at a
reasonably good pace every day, your body

Mountaineering #3.
.r------~-----------------------

should be physically capable of enduring a
marathon without any serious harm."
That's very interesting. I was under the
impression that 26-mile workouts are
necessary. Actually, such a distance isn't
necessary. until the marathon. "Runners
World", a magazine highly accreditted by
runners across the nation, publishes training'
and diet programs for marathon runners,
including the beginner. Mary feels a person
will find it quite beneficial to run at least one
marathon every year.
Unfortunately, marathons aren't an
included event at the spring track meets for
college teams. So, Mary has temporarily
interrupted training for marathons to devote
her efforts to the BSC women's track team.
Last week, Mary broke the sC:lo01 record for
the one mile race.
It's hard to believe Mary was once a
cigarette smoker, From a track runner in high
school, Mary became a dedicated marathon
runner. Marathon running can certainly be an
exciting challenge,' but Mary Creedon
believes it's not as difficult as our minds have
led us to'believe. How about it? When are yO\.J
going to start training for a marathon?

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
:
Remember
:
••
••
: MAA Banquet May 11 :
••
••
!Invitations available through:
:
coaches.
;
•
•
•••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••

BSC

M
, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the
science and the art of drL."lking Busctf Beer. It begins by 'heading for th:e rno~tains' .
....~
. .~:.:r;. ?SIt' .' :','
(Le., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or ).~.~.~.~...~..;;;
wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains (i.e., . .
slow slaki.ng swallows of the brew that is Busch).
en However, between those two pomts lies a vast area '
of personal peccatlilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
your major). Hence, this ad. qr Sippin.g vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally'speaking, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaki.ng
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious,
the
tion.proper
Some posi- U:=!~~~~~~~:U
swear by sit.:. ting; others by
': standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll f~d
both sitters and standers.
'. .
(Except on New Year's Eve, . ':
when it's almost impossible."
to ·fmd a sitter.) gr Whicl}:· .: '.
brings us to additives. Occa:~:.:··~.~~!!~~~~!i>
sionally a neophyte will ...
: sprinkle salt in his Busch~: '.
.' others mix in tomato juiC~'l: '/\~~.........-~
and a few on the radical
frlnge will even add
l!~==~C=~t:=::::t.;:====~ ~ethese
~~~~UI~V~.~~
can't be prohibited Cthis is, after all, a free country), they are .
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the '.
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised. f
. ,
. q[ Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a,.":.,
glass be useci But bad planning sometimes prevents that. If you '" .
find yourself forced to drillk. from the can, you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger
stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4 ).Happy MOllltaineering!

sustained mountaineering. qr Next,

Dorrt just reaDh for abeer.

BUSCH~ad mo~t~:~.
for the

Women's
Track
Classic
by Elaine Martin
The finest pairs of legs in New England
were viewed on Saturday, April 22, at the
BSC Women's -Track Classic. Fourteen
schools brought 300 athletes to compete in
the largest women's invitational meet ever
held in N.E. The BSC women's track team
placed a strong third among opposing teams:
SMU, Central Conn., Sothern Conn: (placed
second), Springfield (placed first), Fitchburg
State, Providence, Worcester State, Holy
Cross, Westfield State, Brandeis, StonehiU,
Mt. Holyoke, and URI.
Patti Feeley, the spectators favorite, placed
first in the Jongjump (16'9") and placed a close
second in the 220 yard dash (2·6.65) which
broke the school record. Teammate Michele
Stenson also was a finalist in the long jump
(14'8"), placing sixth.
Not only can BSe jump far, but jumping
high is another part of their act. In the high
jump,Kathy Countie placed third (4'10"), and
Judy Smith placed fourth (4'10").
The powerful.,Maryann Corbett captured
first place (61.2) in the 400 meter race, while
tri-captain Carol Robert placed an honorable
third (64.2). Mary Creedon placed sixth
(5:26.9) in the one mile race, butthat was just
her warm-up. She later finished one second
short of first place in the two mile race with
the record breaking time of 11:46.4. Tricaptain Vicki Klenk broke the school record
in the 100 yard dash.
BSC has always excelled in relay events,
and continued to do so at the track dassic. In
the 440 yard relay, the team of Pat'ti Feeley,
Maryann Corbett, Vicki Klenk, and Michele
Stenson, finished only one-tenth of a second
shott of first place.
The track classic was a major victory of the
many victories that BSC has accomplished in
the past few weeks. In other meets, BSC has
defeated SMU, Boston State,·Stonehill, and
Providence College. Some notable
performers in these meets were:
'
Karen Wilson who broke the school record
not only for the discus (96'9"), but also the
shot put (32'9 1/2"). Maryann Corbett
records in the shot put (37'4"), the 440 yard
dash (61.3), and the 220 yard dash (27.2);
javefin throwers .Becky· Welch (126'8") and
Cheryl Patterson (108').
.Prominent runners Karen Fleming, Carol
Robert, and Vicki Klenk have been selected
captains. With Coach Arnold's training and
support, the BSC women's track team may
eas'ily' runaway ·wifh Jheleag~? .
championship!
..,.
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SPORTS
BSC slips by Minutemen
Springfield scored 3 quick runs in the first
inning and that was the game. Bridgewater
was only out hit 7 to 4, but just couldn't bring
someone across the plate.
The girl's bounced back, however, against
Providence College in another hard hitting
game. Ginny. Walsh was 5 for 5, Lis
Vallencourt 2 for 3 with a double, and again,
Gayle Cameron hit 2 for 3 with a homerun.
Final score: 11-2. The girls disregarded a very
muddy batter's box against Keene State and
came out on top by a score of 10-3.
In their most recent and definitely most
excitin game, Bridgewater edged UMass 5 to
2. With a tie score of 2-2 in the seventh inning,
Lou MacAuley led off with a single to "get the
ball rolling." Lisa Vallencourt followed with
another single and Sue Waletkus walked to
load the bases. Karen Hooper hit a fielders
choice and Jeannie Ellis beat out an infield hit
to bring across what proved to be the winning
run. Ginny Walsh added another run with a
single to ice the victory.
Sue Waletkus has been outstanding, being
the winning pitcher in 7 out of 8 games and
losing only 1. Cheryl LaForge also pitched toa
victory in the second game against Brown.
With quick, precise fielding, consistent
hitting, and well-wishing cheers from the
Lacrosse team at each home game,
Bridgewater will certainly have a succesful
. season; and rightly so.

If spring and softball go hand in hand, we
certainly have been deprived in recent
weeks ...of spring that is. But, that hasn't
stopped the 1978 Bridgewater State College
Women's Softball team, as they are well on
their way to a victorious season. Despite the
cold pnd windy conditions one can find almost
every day on the fields in front of Great HilI,
This varsity women's team has attained an 8
and 1 record so far this season. Mr. Edward
Keyes, returning coach, is backed by a strong
squad of veteran players. This year's seniors
include Gayle Cameron, Cheryl LaForge,
Pauline Silvia, Kathy Smelstor, and Sue
Waletkus. Joining them in a 14 game schedule
are juniors; Donna Arcudie, Barbara Cook,
Jean Ellis~ Karen Hooper, Ginny Walsh;·
sophomores;Sandy Buscemi, Cheryl
Caouette, Dawn Henderson, Lou MacAuley;
and freshman; Lisa Vallencourt.
The girls opened their season in early April
defeating Yale, 9-0. Four equally
commendable wins followed as BSC
triumphed over Barrington College, 12-3, the
University of New Hampshire, 9-2, and
Brown University, in a doubleheader, 22-4
and 17-1. The batters showed good, solid
hitting in both games; as Gayle Cameron was
2 for 3 with a homerun in the opener; and in
the second game, Ginny Walsh was 3 for 4
with a triple, Pauline Silvia was 2 for 3 with a
triple, and Donna Arcudie was 2 for 3 with a
homerun.
The team's first loss came at the hands of
Springfield College in what proved to be the
closest match BSC has faced all season.

The Junior Varsity team, coached by BSC
graduate, Kathy Alger, holds a record of 3
wins and 3 losses so far this season.

BSe catcher-Donna Arcudi

Eddies Teddies
hUDliliate Nichols

On April 18, the Nichols Track Team was
short changed by host BSC by a score of 10054. This marked the first time ever that the
Bears track team had defeated Nichols_ With
this victory, the team's record climbs to 3-1
with one dual meet remaining t and ensures, at
least, an .unprecedented .500 .season.
Bridgewater took 14. out of a possible 18 girst l
place finishes.
A sweep of the shot put event by Tom
Hilse, Fred Babizuk and Kevin Richardson
led the way to the field event romp. Tom
Woods and Warren Harris teamed up to
place first and third in the hammer while Dan
Brandano and Kevin Richardson took second
and third in the discus. Brian Richardson had
second in the javelin. Longjumpers Russ Carr
and Denny Donovan placed one, two in their
event with.Donovan winning the triple jump;
aided by. Jim Sheehan's third place finish.
John Pray won the high jump as Pete Chetsas
took second. Tom Munro won the pole vault.
In the running events, it was BSC all the

flashed form and won the 880. Bill MacKinnon
took second in the mile run with "shoeless"
Scott Brennan and .Paul Healy placing two
and three in the three mile. First place also .
went to the Bears 4x110 relay team of Riccio,
L'Homme~ Chetsas, and Benninger.

way, lead by Larry Benningers double victory ,
in the 100 and 220 yard sprints and Art 1
Riccio's third place finish in the! 100. Stirwalt :
and Pray took first and second in the 120
highs while L'Homme, Carr, and Sheehan
each chipped in to sweep the 440 for BSC.
Chetsas and Pray took first and third in the
grueling 440 intermediates while Pierce

. Feel free to consult any of Eddie's Teddies

as to the time and place of the remaining
meets this year.

INSIDE TRACK:
The appearance of Chief Running Bear nonofficially competing in the three mile run and
his subsequent win in the race just goes to
prove that each dog will have his day .

Raqueteers off to slow start
Bridgewater Girl's Tennis Team,
coached by David Izzo, opened their
season against a tough Salem State
Team, losing 1-6. Christine Cooper at
second singles was Bridgewaters lone
victor with scores of 6-1 and 6-3,
however all the matches were very close.
Bridgewater also lost their second
match to Wheaton College, but was able
to come away with two wins leaving the

Golf~rs

final score 2-5. Christine Cooper playing
first singles won her match, as did Nancy
McKinney playing second, each winning
in two set matches. Valerie DeSalvo had
a very close match at third singles, while
Rosemary Wooster, after losing her first
set, but lost in a tough third set. Allison
Pell got off to a's/ow start in her first set,
but· was able to .give her opponent a
tougher second set, each holding serve·

In .double action for BSC, Patty
Szczesny. and Barbara Hudec were
defeated by an experienced Wheaton
team and at second doubles, Sue Solah
and Kathy O'Hara lost in a hard fought
two set match.
Bridgewater made a rem,!rkabte
turnQJ'ound~ wftJi a trip toG?rdon
College coming away with a stunning 7-0
victory. '

in Mass. Tourney

by Jim Billings
BridgewaterState College's Golf Team is presently 3-0 under the direction 0/
Coach Tony Gonsalevs along with captains Terry Riley and Ed Falkenstrom.
Coach Gonsalves is probably better known as a football coach or student here
at Bridgewater, but he's not new to the golf SCene. The senior physical
education major was a team member for 2 years be/ore acquiring coaching
duties this semester. A Mansfield resident, besides being a student and·coach,
Tony is married with two children.
Sophomores captains Terry and Ed are the only two returning lettermen this
season. The golfers make up a young team which can best be illustrated by the
following roster which consists of no seniors and one junior.
Roster
. Major
Hometown
Jim Billings
Junior
Physical Education
Danvers
Scott McDonald
Sophom()re Elementary Education
Foxboro
*Ed I=alkenstrom Sophomore Physical Education
Wakefield
Bruce Thompson Sophomore Physical Education
Hingham
Sean Reddington Sophomore Political Science
Wilbraham
T 0?t McNulty'
Sophomore Physi~al Education
Holyoke
LUIS DeAndrade
Sophomore ,Spanzsh
Bridgewater
*Terry Riley
Sophomore Psychology
Hyde Park
Ron Murphy
Sophomore Physical Education
Sandwich
. Bob Leary
Freshman
History
Cambridge
Coach: Tony Gonsalves
.
"Co-CaptaIns
In keeping with their perfect record the Bears .have successfully overcome
, Roget·' Wmig"ns College after defeatUjg riiJit,iMass:1'1a-iitime, and a strong

Stonehill team. The first match of the season saw Sean "Lance" Reddington as
low medalist followed closely by freshman sensation Bob Leary. This was a
home match at Pequoy Brook Country Club in Lakeville, Mass. As would be
expected after a short pre-season (one-week training) the golfers act:ual scores
weren't record breakers.
.
The Bears then took to the road,traveling to Pocahasett links on the Cape.
Mass. Maritime wasn't an easy match, but co-captains Riley and Falkenstrom
were able to pick up three points apiece. These, combined with Bob Learys' 3
point effort proved to be enough and the BSC was riding high 2-0.
. Stonehill proved to be the toughest match again with Bob Leary, along with
Sean Reddington, holding high honors.
'.
These three wins prepared Bridgewater for. the Mass. Intercollegiate
Tournament where they would fare seventeen of the top N.E. teams. Once the
smoke Cleared Bridgewater finished tenth out of eighteen.
This was a respectable finish. The five members of the team who qualified to
play were; Bob Leary, Sean Reddington, Tom McNulty, Terry Riley and Ed
Falkenstrom. Salem Stae College won the event placingfive men under 79. The
Bears will have playa TOP game of golf to beat Salem in a match Sunday Monday at the Salem course.
"
Coach Gonsalves feels that every member of the team has ability, it'sjust a
matter of. having everyone reach their top potential. As Coach Gonsalves
always stresses, this must be done in a sense of "cooperation" with a little
competition for motivational purposes.
The Bears will attempt to win their fouth and fifth outing, this Thursday, in a
duel meet against Babson and Roger Williams Colleges.

to

